The Johannesburg branch committee:

Dr A Vachiat, Dr M Lebea, Dr D Jankelow, Dr R Leibbrandt, Dr F Mamdoo, Dr N Tsabedze, Prof A Cilliers, Prof P Manga, Dr D Zachariah, Dr P Raphulu, Dr S Hossein, Dr R Dawood

The Johannesburg branch held a Branch meeting on the 6 February 2020. Further meetings planned for 2020 included the Visiting Professors SASCI meeting, a Fellows meeting and Echocardiography Mini-seminar focusing on Vascular access.

Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we had to cancel these meetings.

We plan to have a meeting soon to plan for further activities. A consideration will be made for online Regional Journal clubs and to continue the Fellows meeting.

Kind Regards
Ahmed Vachiat